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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Visual Aids in Massachusetts
Current practice in secondary schools .-- This thesis is
an attempt to report on the current practice of the secondary
schools of Massachusetts in respect to visual aids which are
now available. Many articles and reports have "been published
on what individuals are doing in their schools in regard to
some one phase of visual education. Studies have "been made,
for example, as to whether or not motion pictures help in
the retention of factual knowledge and on how many times the
same film should be shown. However, the fact remains that
schools are now using these visual aids. How are they using
them, and where? A diligent search of the field failed to
reveal a single investigation on this question. Apparently
a study is needed in Massachusetts to find out what the
schools are doing with visual aids. So far as the secondary
schools of Massachusetts are concerned this investigation
will tell, in the main, what each subject matter field is
doing v/ith the visual aids now available.
Definition and classification of visual aids .-- A survey
of the literature indicates that the definition of visual
€!
r
I
aids given by Hoban which is quoted below is one of the
best; in any event, it is the accepted meaning for the term
in this investigation:
"Any picture, model, object, or device which
provides concrete visual experience to the learner for
the purpose of (1) introducing, building up, enriching,
or clarifying abstract concepts (2) developing desirable
attitudes, and (3) stimulating further activity on the
part of the learner."
The visual aids fall into five groups, namely, the
school journey, museum material, motion pictures, still
pictures, and graphic material. Attention will be centered
herein on the first four due to the fact that graphic
material is very generally used in the schools. For example,
2/
the National Visual Instruction Survey found, "Almost univer-
sal use of wall maps Moreover, another reason for
eliminating graphic material from consideration is that the
data was largely obtained from a checking list and to seek
data on such commonplace aids would have reduced the number
of returns, thus defeating its own purpose. That many schools
are not taking full advantage, however, even of these common
and inexpensive aids is undoubtedly true, although no rigid
proof of this statement will be attempted in this study.
1/ Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B.
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum . The Cordon Company.
Hew York, 1937, p. 9.
2/ Cline M, Koon, and Allen W. Noble, National Visual
Education Directory. The American Council on Education.
Washington, D.C., 1936, p. 2.
I t
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Use of Visual Aids
Emphasis on use .-- An attempt has been made in this
study to find out the extent to which schools are equipped
to use motion-picture film, slides, film strips, and stereo-
graphs in their classrooms. The important question, however,
is not how much equipment a school owns "but rather what use
is made of it. The emphasis is, and should be, on use.
1/
Dunn refers to this in a recent magazine article when she
says;
"The success of a visual education program depends
upon the extent to which teachers utilize it. Indeed
the individual teacher's responsibility and initiative
is in the last analysis the essential determiner of a
successful program."
Factors affecting amount of use . — One of the factors
affecting the amount of use of these aids is whether the
schools have the equipment. A means of obtaining this equip-
ment is through cooperative ownership. It is better for each
school to own its own projection equipment but in most cases
this is impractical due to the heavy expense. As a conse-
quence schools are more and more depending upon cooperative
ownership either within the same town or city or in the less
densely populated areas within a district consisting of
several towns. This system is particularly advantageous in
1/ Fannie w. Dunn, and Etta Schneider, "Practices in City
Administration of Visual Aid.", The Educational Screen
(November, 1956)
Cr
the matter of motion-picture films. In such a system several
schools might join into a relationship whereby each school
buys one film, these to be circulated among them all.
periodically each school buys a new film, thus in time a
library of films is possible that would be much greater than
any one school could afford. Universities are now acting as
clearing houses for such a cooperative group. They also
keep the films in repair, each school being charged a moderatey
fee. A typical example is explained by Dale and Ramseyer:
"A plan which combines the advantages of rental
and purchase is that utilized by the University of
Illinois and other film libraries. This cooperative
film library was developed by having interested schools
deposit one or more films in the central depository at
Urbana, Illinois. If the schools deposits one film
valued at §24, and a fee of $10, it is permitted to
withdraw one film a week for two years without cost
except transportation, certain industrial and travel
films obtained free by the library are also deposited
and there is no restriction on the withdrawals of these
films. Therefore in a two year period the school might
draw as many as 72 "pay" films and an unlimited number
of the "free" films and slides. This same type of
cooperative library has been developed at other points
throughout the United States. It works especially well
on a regional and county basis."
This leads directly to the question of a library of
visual aids in a city school system. Writers on the subject
of visual-aid programs are in agreement that such a system
should have a central distributing library in addition to
the library of visual aids in each school. This central
1/ Edgar Dale, and Lloyd L. Ramseyer, Teaching with Motion
Pictures . The American Council on Educati on studies
.
Washington, D.C, 1937, p. 20.
CL
library should have a projection room, repair room, space
for storage and filing, and a conference room.
Another factor affecting the use of projection equip-
ment is the number of rooms available that are equipped with
opaque shades. The number and seating capacity of such
rooms was sought in this study.
Still another factor affecting the use of visual aids
is the personnel responsible for the visual education pro-
gram. Allied with this is the time allowed from regular
duties for coordinating the program, the person, or persons,
choosing the films, and whether or not all films are pre-
viewed.
Visual aids in the departments .— An effort was made to
find out what each department in the various schools was
doing with the visual aids available to them, in other
words, to answer the following questions: (1) Are the
schools using these aids in the educational guidance pro-
gram? (2) Are schools using up-to-the-minute maps made in
the form of lantern slides right in their own school?
(3) How many schools are using opaque projectors in the
social sciences to follow the rapidly changing conditions
in this country and in Europe by means of the illustrations
and maps in the magazines? (4) Are the foreign languages
being vitalized by the use of sound films of foreign coun-
tries? (5) Are film strips made by the school being used
t<
to show a sequence of processes in the practical arts for
"boys department? These questions indicate that this study
is not only concerned with what the schools are doing but
also with what they might do to enrichen the lives of
their pupils "by means of visual aids. There have been
many articles written on the use of visual aids in educa-
tional magazines but they are the results of pioneers in
1/
the field. Dunn and Schneider refer to this when they
say: "There is no way of knowing to what extent these
articles (reports of writers on visual aids) actually rep-
resent school practice." A checking list, designed to
reveal what this practice is, was sent to the principal
of every other junior and senior high school in Massa-
chusetts •
1/ Edgar Dale, Fannie W. Dunn, Charles F» Hoban, Jr., and
Etta Schneider, Motion Pictures in Education : A Summary of
the Literature . The H. W. Wilson Company. New York. 1937,
p. 182.
2/ See Appendix.
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CHAPTER II
VISUAL AIDS AVAILABLE TO THE SCHOOLS
AS REVEALED BY A SURVEY OP THE LITERATURE
Motion Pictures
Motion pictures in education . — Motion pictures in
education came about due to their widespread use in theaters.
As a consequence of the pressure of public opinion "brought
to bear on the schools they were forced into adopting them
before any data was available as to their value in the ed-
1/
ucational field. Hoban refers to the importance of
motion pictures as follows:
"Within the past forty years, however, there has
been made available to the none-too-receptive school
a new medium of communication that is magnificent in
its potentialities and almost unsurpassed in its broad
influences on human behavior— -the motion picture.
Limited as it is to two-dimensional representation, it
nevertheless has potentially the elements of color and
of sound that add to the illusion of reality and make
it the most powerful of the pictorial tools of educa-
tion that have been devised by man. Its full poten-
tials and its most effective use in education remain
to be developed in the future."
Recently some attempt has been made to evaluate these
2/
films by means of objective data. The films are becoming
increasingly efficient, in both the silent and sound types,
1/ Op. cit. p. 2.
2/ Frank U. Freeman, Visual Education . The University of
Chicago Press. Chicago^ Illinois, 1934, p. 391.

due largely to this objective d^ta and to the fact that edu-
cators are taking a larger part in their construction. The
earlier motion-picture projectors were of the 35mm. size
"because that was the size used commercially in the theaters.
They were limited to auditorium use as they were not easily
portable. The development of the 16 mm. size has made it
possible to have easily portable equipment and has been fol-
lowed by improvements in optics such that this size may be
used in auditoriums as well as in the classrooms.
Silent projector *— The 16 mm. silent moving-picture
projector (illustrated on page 9) of today is easily oper-
ated by pupils in the secondary schools. It is common
practice to show a small group of boys how to operate the
projectors and to have them on call to run the projectors
for the various classroom teachers. Many of the projectors
will not only run forward but will also run in reverse or
will stop for still projection of a single frame, a feature
1/
about which there is some debate. Dale and Ramseyer com-
ment on it thus:
"Should the film be stopped to show important
parts of it as stills? Ho definite answer can be
given to this question. The continuity of the film
may be lost by such analytical study. If the pro-
jector is not adequately equipped for still projec-
tion, portions of the film may be blistered by the
intense heat of the lamp. If it is equipped to pre-
vent film damage, the reduction in the amount of
light due to this protective device will dim the
picture.
"
ri
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The standard models handle 400 foot reels while special
models may be had, at a slight extra cost, that will use
reels with a capacity sufficient for an hours projection
without changing reels. These machines will accommodate
lamps of different wattages and lenses of different degrees
of sharpness as well a3 varying focal lengths. Most of
them will run on alternating or direct current. The stan-
dard silent projectors sell for about $150.
Models are also available using 6 volts or 32 volts,
in case the 110 volt current is not obtainable. The 6 volt
model is hand cranked.
It is possible for schools to obtain a convertible
model silent motion-picture projector at a price slightly
in advance of that of the standard machine. Then at a
later date it may be converted into a sound projector by
the addition of sound equipment. However, this will en-
tail an added cost of about $20. There is some question
as to the merit of adding a new "sound head* to a pro-
jector that has been in use for some time. Many prefer to
buy a standard model and then when sound is desired to
trade in the projector for a regular sound model.
Sound projector .— The sound-on-film projectors will
not only handle sound film but the silent as well. This
is a point that it is well to keep in mind due to the
greatly increased production of sound films. At a sym-
f
Figure 2. Sixteen ram. Sound Projector
posium on sound and silent films in teaching, Professory
Prank U. Freeman, who presided, summed up the points on
which speakers of both sides were in agreement as follows:
I understand that they agree that there are
certain types of problems or of situations in which
sound is intrinsic and in which the sound motion
picture is, by the very nature of the case, superior
to the silent picture
1/ Courtesy victor Animato graph Corporation
z/ From the Winter Meeting of the Department of Visual In-
struction of the National Education Association, Feb. 26,
1936. p. 7. Reprinted from The Educational Screen . (April
1936)
*
The machine is portable, usually in two cases, the pro-
jector "being in one and the speaker in the other. The case
containing the speaker contains the reels, cord, and acces-
sories. The size of the audience controls the size of the
lamp and the sharpness and focal length of the lens. Many
models provide for still projection of single frames as in
the silent projector. Some models also have a microphone
outlet so that the system may be used for public address.
Others have an outlet so that phonograph records may be
amplified. Most sound models have provision for extra
speakers. Depending on the size of the audience to which
it is desired to project the prices range from about $375
up.
Still pictorial projectors
Lantern slide projector .— Of all of the projected
pictorial representations the lantern slide has generally
been accepted as the most common in the schools. This is
partly due to the fact that some teachers and pupils are
skillful enough to make their own slides, either photo-
graphically or by hand. Another reason is that the lantern
slide has been in use for years. Whether or not the lan-
tern slide has been superseded in the secondary schools by
the motion pictures should be answered by this study. The
lanterns generally use lamps of 500 to 1000 watts, although
( I
%
(r
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care must be taken not to injure the slides when high wattage
lamps are used. The size of the picture depends upon the
focal length of the objective. The 12-inch objective gives
a 7.3 foot picture at 30 feet and is a good size for class-
room work. It is well to get a lantern having a tilting
mechanism Tivhich permits leveling the picture both horizon-
tally and vertically. The slide carriers furnished are
generally of the American ( 3 l/4 by 4 inch) size, although
a carrier which uses the American and also the English
Figure 3. Lantern Slide Projector
1/ (Courtesy Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.)
i/

(3 1/4 by 3 1/4 inch) size ma^ oe obtained.
For schools where electricity is not available it is
possible to use a 6 volt lamp or an acetylene burner for il-
lumination. For large auditoriums where the "throw" is
great and a very wide picture is desired one may obtain a
lantern using a carbon arc. Where the illumination is by
means of the 1000 watt lamp or the carbon arc, it is rec-
ommended that a lantern be used which permits the insertion
of a water cell between the condensers or one having a
forced draft ventilation in order to protect the slides.
These lanterns have a price range of about $60 to $100.
Models may be obtained which permit the dimming of one
slide and the gradually increased brilliance of the follow-
ing slide. These models are about three times as expensive
as the standard model due to a double set of optics and
lamps.
Film strip projector .— This projector is also known
as a filmslide projector while the film is known as film
strip, strip film, filmslides, and still films. Film strips
are one of the newer methods of pictorial representation and
it is a method that is rapidly gaining in favor. Ease of
handling and of storing contribute to this condition. The
more common size of film strip is the 35 mm. such as is
used in many of the miniature cameras. A strip is usually
of about twenty to twenty-five single frames. This method

15
Figure 4-A Film Strip Projector
of projection is less expensive than that for glass slides
which makes it particularly adapted for school production.
It is a method where sequence of action is well shown
such as mechanical processes or the scenes encountered on
a school journey. Color photographs may also be projected.
Care must be taken to see that the film strip is protected
against heat "by some cooling device such as a sheet of heat
1/ Courtesy spencer Lens Company

16
absorbing glass between the condensers. The lamps are gener
ally of 100 or 200 watts and depending upon the focus of the
objective these machines v/ill project up to about 60 feet.
The operation is simple, the turning of a button bringing
one frame after another into place. These machines have a
price of about $50. One point must be kept in mind with
respect to film strips, and that is that a certain amount
of detail is lost when compared to a standard glass lantern
slide. This is easily appreciated when the relative size is
considered, the lantern slide having about seventeen times
the area of a single frame of film strip. In order to off-
set this, a 70 mm. size has been brought on the market this
year.
Double-frame projector .— A new type of projector is
one capable of projecting either single or double-frame
35 mm. film strips as well as 2 by 2 inch glass slides.
This projector is particularly well adapted to school use
where teachers, pupils, and camera clubs use the miniature
camera for the production of films. The head of the pro-
jector swivels to show the horizontal double-frame strips.
The film magazine will take about 400 single frames or 200
double frames. The film is protected by means of a heat
absorbing filter, making color projection possible. The
lamps are of from 50 to 200 watts. The price varies from
$20 to $50. The 2 by 2 inch glass slide is made by bind-
*
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S.VE. TRIPURTOE PROJECTOR MODEL "CC IN POSITION
FOR SHOWING SINGLE FRAME AND VERTICAL DOUBLE FRAME
FILM STRIPS ,
Figure 4-B Double-Frame Film Strip Projector
1/ Courte3y The Society for Visual Education
*
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ing a single or double-frame picture between the glass plates.
A special slide carrier is used to project these slides.
Libraries of the single and double-frame strips are
available and the purchase of a strip is about the same as
the rental of the usual lantern slide set. Hoban calls at-
tention to some advantages of this type of projection as
follows
:
"The film strip corresponds somewhat to the album
or portfolio of prints, having the advantage, however,
of projection that makes it more desirable for group
study and instruction. On the film are some twenty-
five frames usually showing a unified collection of
pictures on a single subject or unit of study. It can
be utilized when continuous action or development or
contrast or comparison is needed for teaching purposes.
A single object can be viewed from several angles,
shown in normal scale, or in close-up or as when seen
through the microscope. It can bring together several
examples of the same subject and compare them. It can
likewise introduce contrasts which may be needed for
emphasis or for illuminating concepts. It is often of
importance to be able to show two pictures at the same
time: the film strip can be projected in the lantern
to do this on one screen. And it can combine graphic
with pictorial materials."
Opaque projector . — The opaque projector has undoubted-
ly the greatest mass of material with which to work. Any
6 by 6 inch photograph, print, illustration, post-card,
drawing, composition, or page, as well as more or less flat
specimens and coins may be projected. Auditoriums may re-
quire a larger model capable of handling an object 7 by 8
inches. Another advantage is that color is shown as applied.
If material is to be left in the projector for any length of
1/ Op. cit. p. 2.

19.
Figure 5» Opaque projector
time it should "be cooled by forced ventilation or damage is
likely to occur. The projection is accomplished by mirrors
and as a result there is a certain loss of illumination
necessitating the screen to be placed nearer to the pro-
jector than in direct projection for the same clearness of
detail, a similar type of projector may be used with a
translucent screen for rear projection work but if this is
done the screen must be quite close to the projector and it
is also well to have the light shut out between the pro-
1/ Courtesy Spencer Lens Company.
*l
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jector and screen. The advantage of rear projection is that
enough light may "be permitted to enter for note-taking. The
lamps customarily used are of 500 watts. This projector has
a price of about $80.
Figure 6. Lecture Table Projector
Lecture table projector *— The lecture table or over-
head projector is of advantage if one wishes to use slides
and remain at the desk at the same time. A pencil on the
slide, which is right side up, acts as a pointer on the
1/ Courtesy Spencer Lens company

screen. It is necessary to hang the screen at an angle to
wall. A 500 watt lamp is usually used, and the focus of
the objective will depend upon the distance from the desk
to the wall as well as the size of picture desired. These
machines have a price of about $40.
Micro-projectors .— The ordinary laboratory microscope
is seldom mentioned by writers on visual aids and yet it is
as much a visual aid as are stereoscopes and blackboards.
Figures 7-A, B, and c Micro-Projector
1/ Courtesy Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
t
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Liany schools do not feel they can adequately provide science
classes with microscopes and in such cases the micro-pro-
jector is the answer. Even with classes well supplied with
microscopes it is often practically a necessity to have a
teacher directed discussion of a single specimen and the
micro-projector is well suited for this work. Figures
7-A, B, and c show one micro-projector fulfilling the
three-fold purpose of the projection of a fluid specimen
on a screen, a mounted slide on a screen, and an image on
the table top for drawing. Figure 8 shows a micro-projec-
tor which can he used with any standard laboratory micro-
scope for projecting upon a screen.
Figure 8 Micro-Projector
1/ Courtesy Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
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1/
Figure 9. Combination Slide and Opaque Projector
Combination slide and opaque projector *-" For those
desiring to use both slides and opaque material during the
same class a machine that will project both has been de-
signed. Y/here one machine performs more than one duty the
expense is usually less than in buying each machine sepa-
rately. This machine has an effective "throw" of about
20 to 30 feet and uses a 500 watt lamp. The price of this
type of machine is about $120. By purchasing a filmslide
attachment the projector will handle glass slides, opaque
material, microscope slides, and film strip. Provision
should be made for a cooling fan to prevent damage to the
1/ Courtesy Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Figure 10. Film Strip and Micro-Slide Attachments
specimens.
Film strip and micro-slide attachments .— These at-
tachments will save some expense, over "buying each machine
separately, for those desiring to project film strip and
microscope slides. These attachments may be obtained to
use with a lantern slide projector or with any machine
capable of projecting lantern slides, such as a combina-
tion projector. A magnification of about 100 diameters
at 16 feet or 180 diameters at 30 feet is possible by this
1/ Courtesy Spencer Lens Company
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means. The price of the film strip attachment is about $40
and the micro-projector about $25.
The school journey .— This most important aid to the
visual education program is frequently overlooked. Inas-
much as it is the least expensive and most easily available
of all of the visual aids, it should not be ignored. Ho
other visual aid can be as real as the actual experience
gained by first-hand observation. Most schools have an
abundance of places around them that would make clear the
concepts they are trying to make clear in their classes by
other methods, practically every department in the schools
could with advantage make use of this vitalizing aid.
Other Available Aids
SCHOOL STEREOSCOPE
SCHOOL TELEBINOCULAR, LIGHT,
AND STAND
1/
Figure 11. Stereoscope Figure 12. Telebinocular
l/ Courtesy Keystone View Company
c
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Stereoscopes *-- No list of visual aids would be complete
without mention of the stereoscopes. Stereoscopes are some-
times thought of as out-of-date while in reality they are
about the only method "by which the third dimension may be
clearly shown. Any object is more real when viewed in three
dimensions rather than in two. This method has been taken
advantage of by Rule in the field of plane and solid
geometry and it has application in other subjects also.
Stereoscopes are of two kinds, the hand model and the tele-
binocular. Both of these may be lighted. The hand stereo-
scope is priced at about $2,00 while the telebinocular
table model has a price of about :I15#00.
Photographing Bound and Unbound Material
Newspaper service .— A relatively new idea by means
of which newspapers, documents, or any printed or written
material can be photographed on 16 or 35 mm. film and then
projected in libraries, or for other purposes, has been de-
veloped by the Recordak Corporation, a subsidiary of East-
man Kodak company. The writer predicts that this process,
now being used by the New York public Library, Boston Pub-
lic Library, Harvard University, New York University, Uni-
versity of Michigan, College of the City of New York, and
many others, will in time be generally used by the secon-
dary schools of this country.
1/ John T» Rule, Stereographs for Geometry, Keystone View
Company, Meadville, pa.

In order to illustrate the point of view of the libra-
ries the following is quoted at some length from a reprint
1/
of an article in the Library Journal:
"The attention of the library world of today
is centered to a large extent on the miraculous ac-
complishments of microphotography. Each day brings
some new development and librarians eagerly await
the latest discoveries in the field of this very
much up-to-the-minute science. At least, two books
have been published and a large number of articles
on different phases of microphotography have ap-
peared in library and other periodicals within the
last three years. Up to the present, however, very
little has been written regarding the actual use by
the public of films in place of books,
"It may, then be of interest and possibly a
help in some cases, to set down briefly the experi-
ence with films, used by a large and extremely di-
versified public, in the Newspaper Division of the
New York public Library and to give conclusions
resulting from this experience, as to the practi-
cability of the use of films in the libraries, more
especially newspaper libraries.
"About three years ago, in May 1934 to be
exact, the Newspaper Division commenced the use of
newspapers on films. It was in the nature of an
experiment, to find out whether or not newspapers
photographed on a 35 mm. film could be shown in a
projector and satisfactorily and conveniently used
by the public. Films of the New York Times, from
February 7 to April 7, 1934, the New York Sun,
from February 1 to March 31, 1934, and the New
York Herald Tribune from January 1 to March 31,
1934, were received, together with three Recordak
projectors. Later, films of the New York Times
for October and November, 1934, were added. These
films ran about fifteen days to a roll of film
measuring 100 feet, wound on a metal spool 3 11/16
inches in diameter and 3/8 inches thick. We al-
ready had these papers bound in the usual way, ten
days to a volume in the case of the Times and
1/ Louis H. Fox, Films for Folios . The Library Journal
TMay 1, 1937)
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and Herald Tribune, fifteen days of the Sun. We at
once segregated the bound volumes and started to use
the films.
"The first type of projector we had was, in ap-
pearance, like an empty wooden box, thirteen inches
square at the bottom, standing about three feet high
from a library table and tapering slightly at the top.
The reel containing the film, mounted on a carrier at
the top, was wound and rewound by a crank on the
right hand side of this box or cabinet, enclosing the
screen. There was also on the top of the projector,
a 200-watt lamp protected by a wire guard. On the
screen within the cabinet, one-quarter of a newspaper
page was visible at a time, a knob and lever on the
left hand side of the cabinet shifting the film for-
ward or backward, or to the left or right, so as to
bring into view whatever portion of the page the
reader, who was seated in front of the projector,
wished to see*
"The pages of the newspaper appeared in consec-
utive order on the film, so that any page could be
easily located. The film used was of the cellulose
acetate variety which is non-inflammable, differing
from the highly combustible cellulose nitrate movie
film.
"It did, of course, seem rather strange to use
a mechanical device in place of a book. Some libra-
rians today seem to dread the thought of using films
and believe a projector is an extremely complicated
affair. Some of the Newspaper Division staff had
similar ideas, but we were in such desperate straits
at that time, crowded for space, with many of our
bound newspapers rapidly disintegrating before our
eyes, that something had to be done and the film
seemed to be a possible solution for our problems.
"The projector, we found, was not a complicated
piece of mechanism at all, although the visits of
the repair man were not infrequent in the early
days, but quite easy to use. It was a very simple
matter to place a roll of film on one spindle, bring
it between two flat pieces of glass and insert one
end of the film in a small aperture in a second
spindle. Readers could not be trusted to do this,
except in a few cases.

"The public took to this new method of record-
ing words surprisingly well. Especially was this
true, as was to be expected, in the case of younger
readers. A young V/all street man would use films
and projector and remark that they had saved him a
couple of hours (probably a slight exaggeration) in
contrast with the use of bound volumes. An older
reader, on the other hand, might refuse to use the
film and stamp out of the room with the remark that
such a contraption had no place in a library.
"The first projectors delivered to us were, of
course, experimental and, although an extremely
creditable attempt to do something never before ac-
complished, it v/as soon evident that several im-
provements must be made in these machines. It was,
for instance, not always easy to get a proper focus,
so that the words would show up clearly on the
screen. The film, too, would occasionally break,
especially if given a sudden jerk which some read-
ers seemed possessed to do. The diffusion of light
on the screen was not uniform throughout. The
first films were negatives, as it was thought
these would produce less eye-strain on the part of
the reader.
"When a film was torn we mended it with an
adhesive tape known as "Scotch tape". We now use
a splicing machine for attaching one piece of film
to another as is occasionally necessary when part
of a film is badly scratched and a retake comes
from the laboratory. Since we have had the new
type Recordak projector, we have not been bothered
with the tearing or breaking of films.
"Because the papers filmed were for the early
months of 1934, as time went on the use of these
films tended to diminish, since the peak of the use
of a nev/spaper comes directly following publication.
In the early part of 1935, we received films of the
New York Herald Tribune for January, 1935. The pub-
lishers of this paper had decided to have an edition
put on films, so that these might be purchased by
any one interested. Herald Tribune films have con-
tinued down to the present, our last ones received
being (as this is written) for February, 1937. In
the beginning, there were two reels for the months
file, later three. The "Late City Edition" with
"lifts* 1
,
is the one filmed. Commencing with the
1
November 1935 issues, the New York Y/orld-Telegram has
"been filmed.
"Librarians of the large public, university, and
some of the semi-public libraries housing rare collec-
tions, were now fast beginning to see the possibilities
of the film as a medium for preserving research mate-
rials. Also, a start had been made by a few libraries
in making film strips of books, manuscripts, etc., in
their own collections for the use of other libraries
and research workers.
"Two new type Recordak projectors were brought
to us in the summer of 1935 and were found much more
satisfactory than the old style, although very simi-
lar in appearance. The chief difference betv^een the
old and the new model is the better diffusion of
light on the screen, a very great improvement in this
respect over the old type. There is, also, on the
new projector, a focusing device by means of which
the print appearing on the screen can be focused to
suit the reader's eyes. These projectors did not
remain with us long, a week or two only, and then
were hustled off to the factory to serve as models.
"It was a godsend to receive films of the New
York Times from January 1, 1914 to December 31, 1918.
These occupied 1 l/2 cubic feet of space on the
shelves as against fifty-nine cubic feet occupied by
our official file for the same period, with the pages
covered with Japanese tissue to insure preservation
of the fragile wood-pulp in so far as was possible.
"It was certainly much easier and quicker to
take the film spool 3 11/16 inches in diameter and
1 3/8 inches in thickness from its box and insert
this spool in the projector than to give a reader a
seventeen-pound bound volume of the New York Times.
The saving in time, when several volumes were
wanted, was considerable. Our public was now be-
ing educated to the use of films and most of our
readers preferred them to the heavy and unwieldy
bound volumes.
"The Bureau of Standards in Washington had
made several tests of cellulose acetate film and
finally announced that this film would last as long
as the best rag paper. This was welcome news, be-
cause no one up to that time was able to state,
c
with any authority, the probable length of life of
the film as this cellulose acetate film had "been in
use for a few years only. The master (negative)
film is kept in the storage laboratory and positive
reproductions or portions can be struck off as
needed. If by chance a portion of a film is
scratched or mutilated in any way, it is easy to
weld a new piece of film on the old one.
"Just here it may be well to say a word about
the care of films. Of course it is necessary that
they be cataloged and accessioned. Cards recording
newspapers on films are marked in a special way
indicating that the material is on films and this
same procedure is followed in general, in the case
of filmed books. The accession number on a small
bit of paper we, at first, placed on the "leader"
of the film roll and covered it with a piece of
transparent Scotch tape, but the particles of gum
from the tape soon were found to be oozing out
from under the tape and depositing themselves on
the glass "flats" of the projector through which
the film was run. These deposits hardened and
made scratches on the film. Thereafter, we at-
tached the accession number to the film spool.
A month's file of a newspaper is sent regularly
by the publisher to the laboratory to be filmed.
The films came to us at regular intervals, the
New York Herald Tribune ten days to the reel,
the World Telegram by the half month (it has no
Sunday issue), each reel enclosed in a durable
square paste board box just large enough to fit
the reel of film. These boxes we label and
place in a black paste board box size 17 l/2 by
4 l/2 by 4 1/2 inches, holding ten films. Eight
of these boxes easily fit our three-foot by
eighteen-inch shelves.
»»We have not found it necessary to shelve
the films in any sort of humidor. The climate
of New York seems sufficiently damp to keep the
films in good condition. They might possibly be-
come dry and brittle, if kept in an overheated,
badly ventilated room. But, if at any time a
film does become brittle, it can be restored to
normal by placing it for a time in a humidor.
Under different climatic conditions, humidifi-
cation might be necessary. A heat temperature
of 70 degrees Farenheit with a humidity of 50

degrees is considered, as the result of experiments
along this line, best for films. The latest film
spools are made with openings on the side so that air
has free access to the film.
"Scratching of films is something which must he
constantly guarded against. The glass flats on the
top of the Recordak projector must he carefully
cleaned at least once a day as dirt particles, with
which city air seems teeming, if deposited on these
flats, v/ill work considerable damage. Films are
cleaned by the use of a "rewind" machine, running
them through a piece of heavy pile white plush,
which has been thoroughly saturated with a solution
of chemically pure carbon tetrachloride. Alcohol
should never be used for cleaning, as it will in-
jure the delicate emulsion on the film surface.
"The mechanism on top of the projector is
covered at night with a canvas protector which
keeps away the dust caused by sweeping and dusting.
Valuable information on the care and treatment of
both cellulose acetate and cellulose nitrate films
in libraries will be found in U. S. Department of
Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Research
paper R P 942.
"Early in December, 1936, four of the new type
projectors (the same kind we had previously had
the use of for an all too brief interval) were ex-
changed for the old ones. These new projectors
were placed on a table by themselves, whereas
formerly, we had placed projectors on tables used
also for books which caused inconvenience to the
readers of bound volumes.
"According to our records for 1936, the daily
average of film readers was nine with the number
of rolls of film used twenty. This is probably an
understatement in regard to film used for, if a
second or third roll was called for by a reader,
in most cases no record was taken. We now record
all rolls used.
"A reader using a newspaper on film for the
first time, reacts in various ways, but usually,
thanks to the new model projector now in use, he
likes using the film and often voices an opinion
as to the advantages of the film over the book.

"The advantages to the reader of the newspaper
film as contrasted with the bound file are first,
that the print of the newspaper as it appears on
the screen is enlarged approximately 50 per cent
above the size of the print in the paper itself.
Again, the definition of the letters and figures
on the screen is much sharper and clearer. This
is especially noticeable in the case of financial
quotations on which so much research work in a
newspaper division is done. Then, the reader does
not have to crane his neck to read the top of the
newspaper page on the screen as he must when the
volume is laid flat on a table or, even, if it is
placed on a sloping table or easel.
"The disadvantages are that the printed mat-
ter, when the crank on the right hand side of the
machine is turned, is out of focus on the screen,
so that the whereabouts of any page and column
can only be guessed at. However, the reader has
only to stop turning for a second and the materi-
al is at once thrown into focus so that he can
tell how much more cranking forward or back he
needs to do.
"We have been experimenting lately with
colored screens as some readers complained of
the glare from the white paper screen on the new
type projectors. A buff colored cardboard plac-
ed on the screen has proved very satisfactory,
but there is here a chance for further experi-
mentation. Then too, as stated previously, only
a quarter of the newspaper page appears on the
screen at one time and one must shift a lever
three times to get the remainder. In the bound
volume the whole page is on view at one time
and many readers when searching, claim they can
take in the contents of a whole page with one
glance of the eye. Measuring advertising line-
age is one of the chief reasons for using a
back file of a newspaper. Since however, the
material appears on the screen enlarged about
50 per cent above the size of the original,
this must be allowed for in computing lineage
figures.
"For the librarian, the advantages of the
film are first and foremost a method of preser-
vation of the modern woodpulp newspaper and
•(
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book paper; second, a tremendous saving of space.
The films recording contemporary newspapers occupy
approximately 4 per cent of the space required for
the newspapers in "bound form. Then, there is the
convenience in handling the film. Disregarding
the cost of the projectors, the cost of the films
with necessary "boxes for shelving and time spent
in caring for the films, is practically the same
as for "binding New York City papers. These papers
we have for many years "bound three volumes to the
month, if published daily, and two volumes, if
published without Sunday issues. The one disad-
vantage that naturally comes to mind is that the
actual printed page (granting it can be preserved)
is not handed down to posterity. The cataloging
and care of microfilms has been thoroughly dis-
cussed by Mr. Keyes D. Metcalf of the Committee
on Photographic Reproduction of Library Materials.
"There are several inexpensive hand pro-
jectors or "viewers", designed for individual use,
on the market at the present time. These and
other types of projectors have been described in
two recently published books, one by Robert C«
Binkley, the other by H. Llewellyn Raney. There
is all sorts of experimentation going on at the
present time in microphotography, such as repro-
duction of color, keeping one or two key letters
or a row of numbers continually in focus on the
screen and improvements in the present types of
projectors. As to the future of the film as a
medium of recording words, it is perhaps not un-
profitable to speculate and it is easy to imag-
ine its wonderful possibilities.
"It is to be hoped that before many years
the task of recording newspapers, beginning with
the first use of wood pulp, may be undertaken.
The matter of supplying projectors for a large
number of readers is, of course, a problem for
the more films, the more projectors necessary.
On busy days we frequently have one or two read-
ers waiting to use a projector, but how long
will it be before the film, to a large extent,
supplants the book? Possibly even the daily
newspaper of the future may be a small bit of
film. When this day comes, a projector will be
as much a part of a person's equipment as his
fountain pen and just as handy, convenient, and
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1/ Courtesy The Recordak corporation
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indispensable • Until that time comes, a library must
provide its public with projectors.
"Books, twenty-five or thirty years from now,
may be something found mostly in public or large pri-
vate libraries or museums. The film is, it would
seem, just another step in the evolution of the re-
cording of the thoughts and words of mankind. This
recording of words on films may prove to be as im-
portant to the dissemination of knowledge as the
invention of movable type."
The following is a description of the projector as
v . ygiven by Wines:
"The projector or viewing device is shown in
the accompanying illustration. The base measures
approximately 13 by 20 inches, and the total height
is a little over 3 feet. The reel of film is mount-
ed on a carrier on top of the apparatus, as shown,
and is unwound and rewound as desired by means of
a crank mounted on the right side of the casing, as
is shown in the illustration. Since the pages are
arranged in consecutive order on the film, any page
desired may be easily and quickly located. The pro-
jector shows both 16 and 35 mm. film.
"In the base of the projector is a roll of
dull surfaced paper 12 inches wide. The free end
of this roll is pulled over the base and forms the
screen upon which the film pictures are projected.
As the surface becomes soiled a clean section is
pulled down and the soiled portion is torn off.
The screen shows one-quarter of a newspaper page
at a time.
"It will be noticed from the illustration
that four columns of an 8-column page are visible.
The knob and lever mounted on the left side of the
case are employed for shifting the film, carrier
and optical system forward or backward or to the
right or left so as to bring into the field of
view the exact portion of the page which the
operator desires to read. Records photographed
1/ V/. £> Wines, Preservation of Newspaper by Photography .
Reprinted from Bulletin of American Newspaper Publishers
Association.
(G
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on 16 mm. film appear in their entirety on the screen.
The source of light is a 200-watt lamp protected by
a guard as shown. The apparatus is designed to pre-
vent injury to the film by heat, no matter how long
the film may be exposed to the light of the lamp.
The cabinet protects the image on the screen from
interference by extraneous light sources, thus al-
lowing the projector to be used in any room under
normal lighting conditions.
M If a copy of any particular article or story
is desired, this can be obtained photographically
by laying a piece of photographic paper on the
screen so that the sensitized surface received the
image. If a print of a whole page is desired, this
may be made from the negative by the process com-
monly employed for making enlarged photographic
prints. The price of the projector is $185.00."
Illustration of a microphotograph of a life insurance record
1/
Sample 2 Film of Life Insurance Record
Microphotographing of records .— There are certain ad-
vantages in microphotographing business records which
would apply equally well to educational records. This is
2/
clearly shown by referring to a quotation from Boeing in
which he discusses life insurance operations:
"The Recordak takes pictures of business doc-
uments at high speed on narrow width motion picture
film. It is practically automatic in operation. To
photograph papers the operator only has to feed them,
one at a time, into the feeding hopper of the machine--
1/ Courtesy The Recordak Corporation
2/ John K. Boeing, Applications of the Recordak to Life
Insurance Company Office Operations . Reprinted from the
Proceedings of the 1935 Annual conference of the Life Of-
fice Management Association.

much as a mimeograph or multi graph is fed. The Re
cordak automatically photographs the papers and
ejects them in original order. Documents can be
photographed "by the machine as rapidly as the oper
ator can feed them into it.
"The Re cordak operator does not have to be an
expert in photography for she is only concerned
with feeding the documents into the machine. The
timing of the photographic exposure, lighting and
all other details of the photographing process are
automatically taken care of by the machine itself.
We can, consequently, teach anyone to operate the
Recordak in an hour's time. The prime requisite
for the operator is manual dexterity--the ability
to rapidly feed the documents into the machine.
"The speed with which documents can be photo-
graphed with Recordak is unusual. Banks using the
machine to photograph their checks attain pictur-
ing speeds of 100 checks per minute. Department
stores that use our equipment in their accounting
routine for the photographing of customers' state-
ments, obtain photographing speeds of from 70 to
80 customers' statements per minute. Letter size
documents are photographed at a speed of 60 to 70
per minute.
"Various sized documents can be photographed
by the Recordak without any manipulation to the
photographing equipment. By that I mean, a bank
check, a 5" x 8" card, a letter size document and
a legal size document can all be fed through the
machine, one after the other, without the oper-
ator's changing the machine set-up in any way.
The machine automatically takes care of the dif-
ferent length of the documents, shutting off the
film supply when no document is in a photograph-
ing position. Consequently, no film can be
wasted with the Recordak method— only the amount
required to photograph a given size document is
used •
"The Recordak film is of the type known as
Safety Motion Picture Film. The Underwriters
Laboratory rates this film as the equivalent of
filed papers from the standpoint of fire hazard
and since the film record of documents occupies
less than l/lOO of the space occupied by the
a
original documents the fire hazard is in reality
reduced in this proportion.
••The number of documents that can be photo-
graphed on a roll of Recordak film varies with the
size of the document photographed. I have here a
100' roll of film which is contained in a box 4 W
wide, 4" high and 1" in thickness. This 100 • roll
of film is sufficient to photograph 8,000 bank
checks, 5828—4" x 6" cards, 4812—5« x 8" cards
or 2352 letter size documents. The cost of this
100* roll of film including the film development
is $2.75.
"The film record produced by Recordak is in
reality a bound record. Individual documents,
once photographed, can not be removed from file
and misplaced or misfiled resulting in their
loss--neither can they be altered in any way.
"The photographing machine is equipped with
certain indexing devices which can be changed as
required. These indexes, which we can perhaps
compare to guides and folders in a file drawer,
are set at any point desired and the notation
shown by the indexing device will be photograph-
ed continuously along the edge of the film as
the documents are photographed. The use of
these indexing devices facilitates the finding
of documents which have been photographed on
film, just as guides and folders facilitate the
finding of documents in file drawers.
••The Recordak film record is easily referred
to in special reading projectors which we have
developed for this purpose. These projectors en-
large the film pictures back to the size of the
original documents and in some cases above the
original size, which facilitates the reading of
the material. The boxes in which the film is
returned to users after being developed can be
marked to indicate the contents of the roll just
as file drawers are labelled. A roll of film
can be placed in operating position on the pro-
jector in three or four seconds time, and the
film is advanced by turning a small handle un-
til the desired document is reached. The index-
ing devices referred to above, are used in the
locating of individual documents. Department
e
stores using our system have found that a customer's
bill can be found on the film record in less than a
minute's time--a much shorter time than was required
with their former system of referring to paper cop-
ies of the bills.
••Enlargements on to photographic paper can also
be made from the film record when desired. Since
the film is the negative picture of the document,
paper copies made from it are positives--that is
black on white as were the original documents. Pa-
per copies of documents photographed on Recordak
film are made for users by our company or they can
be made in our special reading projector unit.
When made in the projector unit, a six second ex-
posure from the film on to photographic paper is
required and of course the paper must be developed
as with any photographic process. H
Such a system of microphotographing as the Recordak
has two distinct applications in the educational field.
The secondary school libraries, in cooperation with the
subject matter departments, could obtain films of rare
books, documents, and manuscripts. These could be
stored in the library and be subject to use at a moments
notice. It would also be possible to have these films
requisitioned by the teachers so that they could be
projected on a screen for class discussion. Imagine the
interest which would be aroused in English classes were
the complete edition of the Spectator available on a
film. History classes, for example, would be interested
in having films of the Monroe Doctrine, the Emancipation
Proclamation, and the Gettysburg Address.
A second field for such a method would be the
€
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preservation and safe-keeping of the permanent school records.
All too often a fire causes the loss of irreplacable records
that could have been protected "by having them microphoto-
graphed and stored in a fireproof vault. These records
could be photographed in Boston on a regular service charge
basis. These Recordak films and facsimiles have been of-
fered in court and are accepted as legal evidence.
The above seems to indicate that schools v«rill soon be
taking advantage of this method as are the public libra-
ries and universities today.
Accessories
C
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Figure 15 Tripod Type . Figure 16 Wall Type .
Portable Screen^/ Portable Screen^/
The typea of screens .-- The importance of a proper
screen for efficient projection cannot be over-estimated.
A good screen can make a poor picture better in class-
rooms where all of the light cannot be shut out, as is
the case in so many schools today. Except for the audi-
torium screen they should be portable, and it is strong-
ly recommended that a model be used which has its own
adjustable tripod as in figure 15. Many available tables
for a screen are either at the wrong height or are too
bulky to be easily moved. The price of a screen with
tripod is only a few dollars more than the screen which
requires a table in order to function, as in figure 14.
Figure 16 illustrates the wall type of screen which is
not as portable but is priced at about $12.50.
1/ Courtesy Da-Lite Screen Company
(
A good screen for portable work can "be obtained in
either the table or tripod type for from $20 to $30 for
the 36 x 48 inch size. In order not to be misleading,
it should be mentioned that, depending on size and
mounting, portable screens may be priced from $3.00 to
over $200.
Screen material . In regard to the material to be
chosen for a screen, a few words will be quoted from the
u
literature of a large screen manufacturing company:
"Portable projectors usually are equipped with
Mazda Lamps of varying capacities, 100 Watts being
the minimum and 1000 Watts the maximum generally
encountered. This type of equipment, under normal
operating conditions, will not give screen bright-
Samples 3, 4 and 5 Translucent Screen Material
1/ Courtesy Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., 2723 No. Crawford
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
(
Sample 6 Beaded sample 7 Mat White sample 8 Silver
Screen Material 2/ Screen Material y Screen Material .
ness comparable to that obtained with professional
projectors and carbon arc lamps. Therefore, a screen
which will give increased brightness, within the
angles of observation usually encountered, is highly
0 desirable.
"The beaded answers this requirement, and from
locations in front of the screen will give a picture
approximately three times as bright as the one ob-
tained on the white screen with the same illumina-
tion. This screen is ideal for both colored or
black and white pictures, and is recommended instead
of the silver which is slightly color-selective, or
the white which while not color-selective, requires
greater incident illumination in order to give ade-
quate screen brilliancy. M
If it so happens that projection must be carried on
in rooms where a wide angle of observation cannot be
helped, then the white should be used due to its higher
reflective factor at wide angles.
Samples 3, 4, and 5 show three types of translucent
1/ Courtesy Da-Lite Screen Company
c
material for rear projection work. sample 6 shows the
beaded screen which is being increasingly used for port-
able projection, sample 7 is of a portable mat white
screening, while sample 8 is of the portable silver
screening.
Projection table .-- In closing the list of visual
aids, it might be well to suggest that a table upon which
a projector may be placed, and which is especially de-
signed for that purpose, is an aid to the visual equip-
ment. This table may be bought or made in the school.
These tables are narrow enough to be placed in the aisle
between the seats and have a pair of wheels on the front
legs and a pair of handles at the rear for ease in moving.
It is not essential to have the top adjustable as most
projectors have tilting devices on them. Such a table
will do much to increase the efficiency of the projection
equipment.
c
CHAPTER III
VISUAL AIDS ACTUALLY USED IN
MASSACHUSETTS SECONDARY SCHOOLS
School Equipment and Organization
Preparation of tables * -- Two hundred and fifty check-
ing lists were sent to the principals of the secondary
schools of Massachusetts, and through their very generous
cooperation, 193, or 77 per cent, were returned. Of this
number 188 were usable. These were divided into groups
according to enrollment, with the thought in mind of their
ability to equip themselves with visual aids. Such a di-
vision gave five groups with Group I including schools of
less than 250, Group II containing schools of 250 to 499,
Group III including schools of 500 to 899, Group IV in-
cluding schools of 900 to 1399, and Group V containing
schools of 1400 and more. The number of schools in each
of the above groups was 35, 43, 38, 37, and 35, respec-
tively. The schools in each group are of sufficient
number to make the conclusions for that group reliable
and representative of the group.
Percentages are given in the following tables to the
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nearest whole per cent and consequently they do not always
check absolutely with the totals which were arrived at
separately with the same data. However, when it is con-
sidered that, in many cases, only approximate answers are
possible, it is easily seen that it would be misleading to
carry the percentages beyond this point. The averages in
regard to the number of times use was made of some aid are
carried to the nearest tenth. An attempt has been made to
be as accurate as possible and at the same time to give a
picture of present conditions in the field of visual edu-
cation in the secondary schools of Massachusetts.
Available projection equipment.— The principals
were asked whether or not it was possible for them to
project various kinds of visual aids. Table 1 shows how
well equipped these schools are to take advantage of
these aids.
It will be noticed that the schools are well
equipped with respect to motion picture projectors as 86
per cent of them signified that they were so equipped.
Surprisingly enough the schools with smaller enrollments
ure almost as well equipped with silent motion picture
projectors as are the larger schools in Groups IV and V.
Thirty-one per cent, or practically one-third of the
schools are equipped with sound projectors. The fact
c<
that the 70 mm. size of film strip is not common is to be
expected due to its recent appearance. These schools are
equipped to handle the 3 l/4 by 4 inch size of glass slide
more than any other size although in the writer's opinion,
Table 1. Percentages of Schools of Different Sizes
Equipped to Project Visual Material.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Motion-picture film:
80 70 87 92 91 86
26 33 32 27 37 31
Film strip:
31 26 55 59 46 43
6 9 8 11 3 7
Glass slides:
49 70 76 78 86 72
3t inches..... 23 40 40 46 20 34
3 14 11 22 6 11
14 42 21 24 49 30
23 63 58 51 66 53
Total 28 36 43 46 45 41
the 2 by 2 inch size will increase in favor due to the
ease of school production. Opaque material is not as
easily projected in the schools of Group I due probably to
the expense of buying opaque projectors. Perhaps the most
outstanding point that this table shows is that the schools
of Massachusetts, in every group, are better equipped to
project silent motion-picture film than to project glass
slides.
Cooperative ownership of equipment .-- An effort was
iiiade to find out how much motion-picture equipment was
t(
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owned cooperatively by these schools. Table 2 indicates
low many schools own some motion-picture equipment coop-
eratively with other schools.
Table 2. Percentages of Schools Owning Some Motion-
picture Equipment Cooperatively with Other
Schools.
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
20 28 24 19 31 24
Only one school indicated that it owned equipment
in cooperation with schools in other towns. This school
is located in a small town and during the first semester
* was cooperating with schools in five other towns. About
one-quarter of the schools owned equipment cooperatively
and this affected the same city or town in most cases.
Some equipment such as screens, film, and cameras were
owned cooperatively but in the majority of cases it was
either silent or sound projectors.
Available projection material . — As shown in
Table 3, the schools maintaining libraries of projection
material centered their efforts largely on standard size
glass slides.
^ Almost half, or 46 per cent, of the schools had a
library of 3 l/4 by 4 inch glass slides. This was fol-
lowed by photographs and prints, microscope slides, and
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35 nan. film strips. Many replies had comments indicating
that the library was not of great extent. It is interest-
ing to note that only 17 per cent of the total of all of
the schools had any library of projection material.
Table 3. percentages of Schools Owning Libraries of
projection Material
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Motion-picture films. 0 5 8 22 23 11
35 mm. film strips... 9 7 21 8 26 14
70 mm. film strips... 0 2 0 8 0 2
3£ by 4 inch glass
17 35 58 49 71 46
3^ by 3^- inch glass
0 9 13 14 6 9
2 by 2 inch glass
6 0 5 8 0 4
1 by 3 inch micro-
23 33 16 22 31 25
photo graphs and
14 19 39 32 31 27
Total 9 14 20 20 24 17
Available projection room .— Information was sought as
to how many schools were equipped with opaque shades for
the assembly hall or auditorium and the classrooms.
Table 4-A shows how many schools have assembly hall or au-
ditorium equipped with these shades.
This table indicates that almost three-quarters of the
secondary schools of Massachusetts have auditoriums that
can be darkened for proper projection. The larger schools
are better equipped in this respect than are the schools
c
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in Groups I and II. Comments on this point were to the ef-
fect that other means than opaque shades were of necessity
resorted to in order to darken the auditorium. Black paper,
cardboard, Venetian blinds, and even burlap were used.
Table 4-A Percentages of SchoolB Having Assembly Hall or
Auditorium Equipped with Opaque Shades.
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
66 68 76 81 77 73
Table 4-B gives the efficiency of the auditoriums,
for projection purposes, in those schools having audito-
riums equipped with opaque shades. The results were ob-
tained by dividing the seating capacity of the auditori-
ums so equipped by the total enrollment.
Table 4-B Efficiency of the Auditoriums for Projection
purposes in Those Schools Having the Audito-
rium Equipped with Opaque Shades. (Percentage
Obtained by Dividing the Auditorium Seating
Capacity by the Total Enrollment.
)
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
213 126 91 70 60 110
As might be expected, the smaller schools are more
than able to seat their total enrollment while the schools
in Groups III, IV, and V must run their auditorium pro-
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jection work in relate*.
Table 4-C shows the efficiency of the schools as re-
gards classroom projection. Auditoriums could "be used
for projection work for one class and so was counted as
one classroom if properly equipped with opaque shades.
An efficiency of 100 per cent would be possible only if
there were as many opaque-shaded classrooms as there were
teachers.
Table 4-C Efficiency of the classrooms for Projection
Purposes. (Auditorium Counted as One Class-
room if Equipped with Opaque Shades.) (Per-
centage Obtained by Dividing the number of
Teachers by the Number of Opaque-shaded
Classrooms
.
)
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
27 14 12 8 7 13
This table indicates the need for more classrooms
with a proper means for darkening. In order to increase
the effectiveness of the visual education program, it is
necessary to have it coordinated with the courses of study
and this means that the classrooms must be used rather
than the auditoriums. The types of films that should be
shown to unclassified groups is quite limited and will
.
be referred to under guidance. The showing of films in
the auditorium creates a certain entertainment reaction
rc
that is inadvisable and detrimental. Visual aids are
teaching tools and for "best results must be received with
the same spirit as regular classwork. The comments re-
ceived showed that various efforts are being made to use
classrooms without proper shades. Some schools have
used rear projection but found that its effective use
was limited to small groups. Another school uses a pro-
jector with a high-powered lamp. One of the best methods,
used by one school, was to have a classroom equipped for
projection on each floor.
Personnel of visual-education program.-- The ef-
fectiveness of a visual-education program depends upon
the organization and coordination in a large measure. It
was observed in going through the replies that those sys-
tems having a full-time or nearly full-time director of
visual education had a better and more comprehensive use
of these aids in all departments than did those schools
not so fortunate. Table 5-A shows the number of schools
having someone responsible for the work in visual educa-
tion.
Table 5-A Percentages Schools Having a Person Responsible
for Coordinating the Work in Visual Education.
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
34 51 55 49 46 47
<
It will be noticed that with the exception of
Group I about half of the schools have a person to coor-
dinate the work in visual education. In answer to the
question regarding the time allowed this person from
other regular duties, the replies were predominantly
that no time was allowed. In a minority of the schools
the time allowed was one or two periods a week, one-
quarter time, one-half time, and a very few had full
time allowed. One system had a teacher acting as a
service representative in each building with some time
allowed for this work. In another system the visual aids
were scheduled by the secretary to the principal. As
might be expected it was quite common to have the prin-
cipal responsible for coordinating the work in visual
education.
Table 5-B shows the person, or persons, responsible
for the choice of films and for their suitability. About
7 per cent of the schools gave other persons as the ones
responsible, and about 6 per cent did not answer this
question.
To have the principal and teacher cooperate in the
choice of films was the more common practice, 45 per
cent of the schools using this method. It will also be
noticed that the principal in the smaller schools does
a great deal of the choosing of films, and in the larger
0I t
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schools the teacher is given more responsi"bility. One
school wrote that the science department makes out the
schedule as they use most of the films. Another school in-
dicated that films are purchased with the privilege of ex-
change in case they are not satisfactory. One of the
larger schools has the choice of films done by the depart-
ment heads in cooperation with the teachers. Still another
Table 5-B Percentages of Schools Having Certain Persons
Responsible for the Kind of Films Obtained, and
for Their suitability.
Personnel Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
37 21 8 0 6 14
Principal and teacher. 49 49 42 46 37 45
0 5 16 27 26 14
Director of visual
3 7 18 24 20 14
large school has the class teachers select any material
they wish without "permission". Perhaps one of the best
methods was employed by a school in Group V. This school
has a number of teachers acting as a committee on visual
aids.
The practice of the secondary schools of Massachusetts
with respect to the previewing of films is indicated in
Table 5-C«
As will be seen by this table about half of the schools
preview all films. This holds true for all schools regard-

..ess of size. It might be explained that answers indicat-
ing that films were only occasionally previewed, or were
previewed as a rule, were not included in these figures.
Table 5-C Percentages of schools in Y/hich Teachers Pre-
view All Films, Slides, and Opaque Materials.
Group I " Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
43 56 37 49 54 48
Visual aids in guidance .— Visual aids can be used in
guidance to make clear concepts that are difficult to make
understandable in any other manner. The replies indicated
that 26 per cent of the schools were taking advantage of
visual aids in their guidance work. The majority of the
answers showed that the school journey, industrial films,
and college films were the ones most commonly used. The
auditorium may be used to advantage to show certain indus-
trial films, films on health and sanitation, as well as
films on safety. Two schools use films to aid in the auto-
mobile driving classes. Another school correlates sound
films with the home room guidance program on alternate
weeks. Use is also made of the lantern slide projector
and the opaque projector to illustrate courses of study
and talks on guidance.
School preparation of projection material .-- The
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schools are beginning to take notice of the many advantages
derived from the preparation of their own projection materi-
al. Table 6 illustrates the visual aids that are receiv-
ing the attention at this time.
Table 6. Percentages of Schools Preparing Some of Their
Own Projection Material.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Motion-picture films.. 6 7 16 8 23 12
3 0 5 3 6 3
Glass slides
26 44 47 38 54 42
3 5 0 3 3 3
0 19 5 11 11 10
9 19 26 24 26 21
Total 8 16 17 15 21 15
The standard size lantern slides are made in the
schools to a greater extent than any other aid, 42 per cent
of the schools doing this v/ork. The many camera clubs prob-
ably have an effect on the extent to which photographs are
prepared in the schools, while the same reason may be true
for the number of schools producing their own motion pic-
tures. One school system made their own film on safety
measures in bicycling. Other schools signified that they
made films on athletics, football activities, school activ-
ities, such as fire drills, dome said the teachers made
their own film strips, while camera clubs were given credit
for making glass slides for song slides. Although many
c(
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schools are making their own projection material it must
"be noticed that in regard to all materials the schools as
a whole are only 15 per cent active. Much remains to be
done in this field.
Departmental Practice
The English department *-- The English departments
have occasion to use many of the visual aids. Table 7-A
shows how many schools used these aids during the first
semester of 1937-1938.
Table 7-A Percentages of schools Using Visual Aids in the
English Departments during the First semester
of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I 11 III IV V
20 7 13 5 17 12
Journeys other than
26 26 18 30 14 23
Motion pictures
9 21 18 27 17 19
3 12 8 8 0 6
Exhibits sent from
3 14 18 14 17 13
Still pictorial
material
6 19 5 5 6 9
11 37 29 24 11 23
0 5 8 11 3 5
0 30 40 27 29 26
Total 9 19 17 17 13 15
The English departments used practically all aids to
considerable extent other than sound motion pictures, stere-
*r
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ographs, and film strips. From the comments received, it
was noted that some schools had exhibits sent from public
libraries for the work in English.
Table 7-B indicates the average number of times cer-
tain aids were employed by the schools that used these aids
Table 7-B Average Number of Times the English Departments
Employed these Aids During the First Semester of
1937-1938.
Visual aids Group
I
Group
II
Group
III
Group
IV
Group
V
'
Total
1.7 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.3 1.4
Journeys other than
1.2 1.5 1.9 2.0 2.2 1.7
Motion pictures
3.0 2.4 2.9 7.0 6.8 4.6
2.0 1.6 2.7 4.3 0.0 2.6
It will be noticed that more use is made of silent
motion pictures than any other visual aid noted.
The foreign language department .— Table 8-A indi-
cates the extent to which the schools used these aids in
the foreign language departments.
The use of opaque material, silent motion pictures,
the school journey, and glass slides was greater than that
of the other aids. The comments from some schools were
that they made many journeys to see foreign language films.
One school has exhibits sent from museums for use in the
foreign language department as well as using glass slides,

film strips, and opaque material. Another school has had
lecturers sent from a museum, these lecturers bringing
mounted pictures for opaque projection. In Table 8-A, as
well as the following tables, does not take into consid-
eration those schools having no department in that subject
field under discussion.
Table 8-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Foreign Language Departments During the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
14 3 5 3 3 5
Journeys other than
21 5 14 11 11 12
Motion pictures
3 14 8 30 20 15
0 8 11 11 0 6
Exhibits sent from
0 0 8 16 14 8
Still pictorial
material
3 3 3 3 6 3
0 11 14 19 14 12
0 8 5 8 14 7
Opaque material 3 16 27 35 26 22
Total 5 8 11 16 12 10
Table 8-B indicates the average number of times the
aids were employed. It will be noticed that the use of
silent motion pictures is only slightly more than jour-
neys or sound motion pictures.
Social studies department .— The activity, with re-
spect to visual aids, is noticeably greater in this de-

Table 8-B Average Number of Times the Foreign Language
Departments Employed These Aids during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.2
Journeys other than
to museums .......... 1.3 1.0 3.0 1.2 2.5 1.9
Motion pictures
6.0 2.2 1.3 2.9 1.9 2.4
1.7 2.3 1.5 1.8
partment than in the previous ones. Table 9-A shows how
many schools used these aids in the social studies de-
partment.
Table 9-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Social studies Departments during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
11 9 21 11 20 14
Journeys other than
17 30 16 19 26 22
Motion pictures
37 40 58 43 26 41
11 12 18 11 14 13
Exhibits sent from
3 2 11 19 6 8
Still pictorial
material
11 12 5 11 3 9
14 19 32 30 20 23
6 9 13 11 6 9
11 28 45 38 29 30
Total 13 18 24 21 17 1<

With the exception of exhibits from museums, stereo-
graphs, and film strips, considerable use is made of these
aids. In this department the motion pictures are used
about as much in the smaller schools as in the larger.
Table 9-B shows the average number of times these
aids were employed by the schools. There is a noticeable
increase in the use of silent motion pictures and of the
school journey over the departments previously discussed.
Table 9-B Average Number of Times the Social studies
Departments Employed These Aids during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
2.3 2.5 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.8
Journeys other than
1.7 2.2 3.3 3.3 2.8 2.6
Motion pictures
7.1 9.8 12.2 12.9 6.4 10.3
1.5 4.4 1.3 3.5 1.4 2.3
The science department . The science departments in
the schools are large users of visual aids. This is made
clear by Table 10-A which shows the extent to which the
science departments use these aids.
Every aid is used, according to this table, to a
large degree with the exception of exhibits from museums
and stereographs. Almost three-fifths of the schools use
silent motion pictures in this department. In regard to
0
all of these aids the larger schools use appreciably more
than the smaller schools.
Table 10-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Science Departments during the First
Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
T1 T T1 J. T T T± 1 ± X V V
12 7 18 11 26 15
Journeys other than
30 33 29 32 46 34
Motion pictures
48 49 63 62 71 59
3 12 16 19 17 13
Exhibits sent from
3 5 5 24 9 9
Still pictorial
material
Stereographs. ........ 9 14 5 5 6 8
24 47 53 62 60 49
12 9 24 19 29 18
12 42 37 38 46 35
Total 17 24 28 30 34 27
Table 10-B indicates the average number of times cer-
tain of these aids were used. It should be mentioned that
the averages in this table are noticeably affected by what
a few schools do in the way of visual work. For example,
in Group II the average number of times (8.2) the sound
motion picture was used in this department, was due to the
fact that only 12 per cent of the schools in this group
used sound motion pictures in the science department but
two schools used them to a considerable degree, thus rais-
ing the average appreciably.
*
Table 10-B Average Number of Times the Science Depart-
ments Employed These Aids during the First
Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
1.8 2.3 2.0 2.0 1.2 1.7
Journeys other than
1.6 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.3
Motion pictures
6.6 11.0 10.6 10.7 22.0 10.8
1.0 8.2 2.5 3.4 6.3 4.8
The art department .-- The art department would have
very little use for certain visual aids but considerable
use for others. Table-ll-A shows to what extent these aids
are used in the art departments.
Table 11-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Art Departments during the First Semes-
ter of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
6 15 21 46 31 24
Journeys other than
0 7 8 14 17 9
Motion pictures
6 12 5 14 17 11
3 2 5 3 0 3
Exhibits sent from
9 10 11 30 29 17
Still pictorial
material
3 5 0 8 6 4
3 10 8 27 43 18
3 2 5 5 6 4
9 15 21 24 31 20
Total 5 9 9 19 20 12

This table shows that museum visits, opaque material,
glass slides, and exhibits sent from museums were the four
aids most used. The larger schools employed these aids
more than the smaller schools which was probably largely
due to the fact that the large schools were nearer to
museums and museum material.
Table 11-B shows the average number of times certain
of these aids were used. It is significant that museum
visits were almost three during the first semester.
Table 11-B Average Number of Times the Art Departments
Employed These Aids during the First Semes-
ter of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
2.0 1.8 2.9 3.4 1.9 2.7
Journeys other than
3.3 1.0 1.8 1.5 1.8
Motion pictures
1.5 1.4 1.0 3.0 2.3 2.1
1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.2
The practical arts for boys department .— This depart-
ment, as well as the following ones, would have little use
on the whole for help from museums and consequently refer-
ence to this aid was omitted. Table 12-A indicates the
extent to which the practical arts for boys department used
the aids applicable to that department.
This table shows that this department made extensive

use of silent motion pictures and the school journey. It
will "be noticed that the schools in Group IV were most
active with respect to all of these aids. The comments
received indicated that those schools having courses in
agriculture made considerable use of visual aids.
Table 12-A percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Practical Arts for Boys Departments dur-
ing the First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
17 14 18 18 19 17
Motion pictures
21 24 24 36 32 27
7 5 6 6 13 7
Still pictorial
material
3 5 3 9 3 5
3 8 3 18 10 9
3 0 6 9 6 5
0 11 15 21 6 11
Total 8 10 11 17 13 12
Table 12-3 shows the average number of times certain
of these aids were used by this department. It is evident
that the silent motion picture and the school journey were
given a great deal of attention during the first semester.
Domestic arts department .— The domestic arts depart-
ment was most active in the schools of Group II as is
shown in Table 13-A.
This department used silent motion pictures, the
school journey, and opaque material more than any of the
fL.
Table 12-B Average Number of Times the Practical Arts
for Boys Departments Employed These Aids
during the First Semester of 1937-1938
Visual aids Group
I
Group
II
Group
III
Group
IV
Group
V
Total
Motion pictures
6.8
2.2
1.0
2.0
4.2
2.5
1.8
5.0
3.0
6.0
6.2
1.5
3.2
4.3
2.5
3.9
4.6
2.2
other aids. One school indicated that this department
used the school journey "by having the pupils go shopping
with the instructors.
Table 13-B shows the average number of times that
journeys and motion pictures were employed in this depart-
ment.
Table 13-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Domestic Arts Departments during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
11 24 20 11 26 19
Motion pictures
18 38 26 20 29 27
0 8 9 3 6 5
Still pictorial
material
4 0 0 0 0 1
4 5 9 3 16 7
0 5 9 3 6 5
0 19 14 23 23 16
Total 5 14 12 9 12 11

Table 13-B Average Number of Times the Domestic Arts
Departments Employed These Aids during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
'
1.0 2.0 2.3 2.0 2.1 2.0
Motion pictures
3.0 2.7 3.9 1.4 4.2 3.1
2.7 2.0 1.0 1.5 2.0
The commercial arts department .-- This department
would not have the use for the visual aids that some de-
partments would but Table 14-A shows that journeys were
used in 19 per cent of the schools.
The larger schools were more active than the schools
of smaller enrollment, the large schools being about four
times as active with respect to all of these aids. Other
Table 14-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Commercial Arts Departments during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
10 21 17 18 28 19
Motion pictures
7 0 9 12 19 9
0 3 6 6 0 3
Still pictorial
material
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 9 12 5
3 0 3 3 3 2
0 3 6 21 19 9
Total 3 4 5 10 12 7

than journeys the schools did not use visual aids to any
•-.-^.tent. Much use for an opaque projector is possible in
this department to such items as balance sheets, profit
and loss statements, and records that are too lengthy to
be easily copied on the board. The 7 per cent activity of
the schools with respect to all of these aids is rather low.
Table 14-B shows the average number of journeys made
and the average number of times motion pictures were used
in these schools. An average is of the schools making one
or more journeys.
Table 14-B Average number of Times the Commercial Arts
Departments Employed These Aids during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group
I
Group
II
Group
III
Group
IV
Group
V
Total
1.0 1.8 2.7 5.3 2.1 2.6
Motion pictures
3.0 4.0 1.8 4.0 3.3
2.0 1.5 1.5 1.6
The physical and health education department .— This
department was quite active in respect to motion pictures
as is seen in Table 15-A.
This is partly due to the use in auditoriums of
health films and safety films. The schools in Group III
were most active when all of the aids are considered. One
school reported that the county health association lends
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Table 15-A Percentages of Schools Using Visual Aids in
the Physical and Health Education Departments
during the First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
12 14 13 5 17 12
Motion pictures
27 30 42 24 31 31
3 14 13 11 17 12
Still pictorial
material
6 5 0 3 0 3
3 3 5 5 6 4
6 3 5 8 6 6
0 8 11 14 0 7
Total 8 11 13 10 11 11
them stereographs for use in this department.
Table 15-B gives the average number of journeys made
and the average number of times motion pictures were used
in this department.
The mathematics department.— It is generally conceded
that this department uses very few visual aids and Table
16-A bears this out.
Table 15-B Average Number of Times the Physical and Health
Education Departments Employed These Aids dur-
ing the First Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
3.3 2.0 3.8 6.5 1.2 2.8
Llotion pictures
2.0 2.4 4.0 4.8 3.0 3.3
1.0 3.4 2.4 1.0 1.5 2.0
i
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Table 16-A Percentages of Schools Liaing Visual Aids in
the Mathematics Departments during the "First
Semester of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
6 2 0 0 0 2
Motion pictures
0 0 0 0 3 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
Still pictorial
material
0 2 0 0 9 2
0 5 0 3 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 8 16 20 9
Total 1 2 1 3 5 2
With the exception of opaque material practically no
use is made of visual aids and the opaque material itself
is hardly worth consideration. So few schools did anything
with visual aids in this department that the average number
of times these aids were used would be of no interest.
The music department .-- This department used two of
the aids to some extent as Table 17-A indicates. With
the exception of the school journey and glass slides,
little use is made of visual aids in music. The schools
in Group IV were the most active with respect to all of
the aids used in the music department.
Table 17-B shows that this is one department where
the sound motion picture is used more times than the si-
lent in those schools using sound equipment.

Table 17-A Percentages of schools Using Visual Aids in
the Music Departments during the First Semes-
ter of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
20 12 18 24 14 18
Motion pictures
0 2 3 3 3 2
3 0 5 3 0 2
Still pictorial
material
0 0 0 0 3 1
0 10 21 16 3 10
0 2 5 0 0 2
0 2 8 16 6 6
Total 3 3 9 11 4 6
The Summarization of the Departments
with Respect to Each Visual Aid
Museum visits *-- To what extent the departments of
the schools used the museum visits as an aid in their
visual education program is shown in Table 18.
This table shows that the art department made the
greatest use of museum visits, 24 per cent of the schools
Table 17-B Average Number of Times the Music Departments
Employed These Aids during the First Semester
of 1937-1938.
Visual aids Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
1.1 1.0 2.6 2.2 3.0 2.0
Motion pictures
5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
1.0 1.5 12.0 4.0
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Table 18. Percentages of Schools in which Museum Visits
Were Made by the Various Departments during the
First Semester of 1937-1938.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
6 15 21 46 31 24
12 7 18 11 26 15
11 9 21 11 20 14
20 7 13 5 17 12
Foreign language 14 3 5 3 3 5
Total 13 8 16 15 19 14
using this aid. It will be noticed that the largest schools,
those in Group V, were most active in this respect.
Exhibits sent from museums .— The art department leads
in the degree to which exhibits were sent from museums, as
shown in Table 19. The English department is second in
amount of use of this aid whereas it was fourth in museum
visits. The schools in Group IV were most active in the
use of this aid, 21 per cent of the schools having exhib-
its sent from museums.
Table 19. Percentages of Schools to which Exhibits Were
Sent from Museums for the Various Departments
during the First Semester of 1937-1938.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
'
9 10 11 30 29 17
3 14 18 14 17 13
3 5 5 24 9 9
3 2 11 19 6 8
0 0 8 16 14 8
Total 4 6 11 21 15 11
rr
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School journeys*-- The science department used the
school journey more than any other department as indicated
in Table 20.
In about one-third of the schools the science depart-
ment made a practice of using the school journey. English
still remains in second place, even ahead of the social
Table 20. Percentages of Schools in which Journeys Other
than to Museums Were Made by the Various Depart
ments during the First Semester of 1937-1938.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
30 33 29 32 46 34
26 26 18 30 14 23
17 30 16 19 26 22
11 24 20 11 26 19
10 21 17 18 28 19
20 12 18 24 14 18
Practical arts for
17 14 18 18 19 17
21 5 14 11 11 12
Physical and health
12 14 13 5 17 12
0 7 8 14 17 9
6 2 0 0 0 2
Total 15 17 16 17 20 17
studies.
Silent motion pictures .-- Beginning with this table all
of the departments are compared, in their use of visual
aids, with the equipment that is available in those schools.
Table 21 shows that the science and social studies lead in
the use of the silent motion picture.
It will be noticed that although 86 per cent of the

schools are equipped to project silent motion pictures
that even in the science departments only 59 per cent of
the schools use silent motion pictures. Twenty-two per
cent of all of the schools use silent motion pictures in
Table 21. Percentages of Schools in which Silent Motion
Pictures Were Used during the First Semester
of 1937-1938, Compared with the Percentages
of Available Equipment.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Available equipment... 80 70 87 92 91 86
48 49 63 62 71 59
37 40 58 43 26 41
Physical and health
27 30 42 24 31 31
18 38 26 20 29 27
Practical arts for
21 24 24 36 32 27
9 21 18 27 17 19
3 14 8 30 20 15
6 12 5 14 17 11
7 0 9 12 19 9
0 2 3 3 3 2
0 0 0 0 3 1
Total 16 21 23 25 24 22
their departments although 86 per cent are equipped to
use them, that is, three-fourths of the schools are not
ructicing use of motion pictures in their departments.
Sound moti on pictures .-- By referring to Table 22,
it will be seen that 13 per cent of the social studies
and science departments make use of sound motion pictures,
( 1
^nd yet 31 per cent, or better than twice as many schools
are equipped to use them. The average of 6 per cent of
the schools using sound motion pictures and 31 per cent
being equipped, means that only about one-fifth are tak-
ing advantage of this aid.
Table 22. percentages of Schools in which Sound Motion
Pictures Were Used during the First Semester
of 1937-1938, compared with the Percentages
of Available Equipment.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Available equipment. .
.
26 33 32 27 37 31
11 12 18 11 14 13
3 12 16 19 17 13
Physical and health
3 14 13 11 17 12
Practical arts for
7 5 6 6 13 7
3 12 8 8 0 6
0 8 11 11 0 6
0 8 9 3 6 5
3 2 5 3 0 3
0 3 6 6 0 3
3 0 5 3 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 3 7 9 7 6 s
Glass slides . — The science department is the great-
est user of glass slides as Table 23 indicates.
The English department did not use motion pictures to
a great extent, but they have moved up to second place in
the employment of glass slides. This table shows a wide

variation "between the use of glass slides and the avail-
able equipment to project them. The schools in Group I
are only using about one-eighth (the ratio of 6 per cent
to 49 per cent) of what they are equipped to do. The
schools in Group V are in a similar situation. On the
Table 23. Percentages of Schools in which Glass Slides
Were Used during the First Semester of 1937-
1938, Compared with the Percentages of
Available Equipment.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
'
Available equipment... 49 70 76 78 86 72
24 47 53 62 60 49
11 37 29 24 11 23
14 19 32 30 20 23
3 10 8 27 43 18
0 11 14 19 14 12
0 10 21 16 3 10
Practical arts for
3 8 3 18 10 9
4 5 9 3 16 7
0 0 3 9 12 5
Physical and health
3 3 5 5 6 4
0 5 0 3 0 2
Total 6 14 16 20 18 15
whole about one-fifth of the schools use the available
equipment.
Film strips .— The science department leads in the
use of film strips as Table 24 indicates.
Few schools make use of film strips as a visual aid,
the average being 6 per cent as compared with 43 per cent

of the schools being equipped to use them.
Opaque materials*-- More opaque material is avail-
able for projection than any other kind, and Table 25
shows that more schools use this aid, taking the avail-
able equipment into consideration, than any other visual
aid. A 17 per cent use compared with a 53 per cent
Table 24. Percentages of Schools in which 35 mm. Film
Strips Were Used during the First Semester of
1937-1938, Compared with the Percentages of
Available Equipment.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Available equipment... 31 26 55 59 46 43
12 9 24 19 29 18
6 9 13 11 6 9
0 8 5 8 14 7
physical and health
6 3 5 8 6 6
0 5 8 11 3 " 5
Practical arts for
3 0 6 9 6 5
0 5 9 3 6 5
3 2 5 5 6 4
3 0 3 3 3 2
0 2 5 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 3 4 8 7 7 6
availability gives a ratio of about one-third. It should
be noticed that the schools in Group I are quite poorly
off in both equipment for opaque projection and in the
number of schools using this aid. Considering that an
opaque projector can be purchased for about $40 and also

when there is such a wealth of inexpensive material, it
would seem advisable to use this effective aid to a great
er extent.
All materials . — Table 26 shows how the departments
compare with the available equipment in respect to all of
the visual aids.
Table 25. percentages of Schools in which Opaque Materi-
als Were Used during the First Semester of
1937-1938, Compared with the Percentages of
Available Equipment.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
Available equipment... 23 63 58 51 66 53
12 42 37 38 46 35
11 28 45 38 29 30
0 30 40 27 29 26
3 16 27 35 26 22
9 15 21 24 31 20
0 19 14 23 23 16
Practical arts for
0 11 15 21 6 11
0 3 6 21 19 9
0 2 8 16 20 9
physical and health
0 8 11 14 0 7
0 2 8 16 6 6
Total 3 16 21 25 21 17
It will be noticed in this table that 41 per cent of
the schools are equipped to project all of the visual ma-
terials and that 12 per cent of the schools take advantage
of all of these aid3. A little over one-third of the
I
schools use the material they are equipped to use, and
when it is remembered that only 41 per cent of the schools
are equipped to project these aids, it makes the actual
situation such that there is little question of room for
improvement.
Table 26. Percentages of the Ability of the Groups to
Project All Materials, and the Percentages of
Activity of the Departments with Respect to
All of These Aids.
Departments Group Group Group Group Group Total
I II III IV V
The ability to pro-
ject all materials.. 28 36 43 46 45 41
17 24 28 30 34 27
13 18 24 21 17 19
9 19 17 17 13 15
5 9 9 19 20 12
Practical arts for
8 10 11 17 13 12
5 14 12 9 12 11
Physical and health
8 11 13 10 11 11
5 8 11 16 12 10
3 4 6 10 12 7
3 3 9 11 4 6
1 2 1 3 5 2
Total 7 11 13 15 14 12

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Present Practice
Use of materials and equipment ,— This study revealed
that schools are using about one-third of the visual materials
they are equipped to use. The amount of equipment varies
widely "but it may be said that the schools are well equipped
to project silent motion pictures, and that they are fairly
well equipped to project glass slides and opaque materials.
The equipment and use of the newer visual aids is rather
limited, particularly with respect to the 70 mm. size of
film strips.
The auditoriums were quite well supplied with opaque
shades, but the reverse was true of the classrooms. Central
libraries of visual aids were relatively uncommon with the
exception of the school systems employing a director of
visual education. Only about one-quarter of the schools were
acting in cooperation with other schools in regard to visual
equipment, and practically none of this was with schools in
other cities and towns.
Personnel and method.— About half of the schools had a
person responsible for the work in visual education, and of
this half the replies indicated that in practically all cases
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there was no time allowance for such work. As a rule the
principals chose the films in cooperation with the teacher
concerned. About half of the principals replied that all
films were previewed, while many indicated that previewing
was only done once in a while.
School preparation of visual aids ,— Only 15 per cent of
the schools prepared some of their own visual material and
this was largely confined to glass lantern slides. The only
other aid that was receiving appreciable attention was
photographs for opaque projection,
Departmental practice.— The science, social studies,
and English departments were the greatest users of visual
aids. The other departments varied somewhat in amount of
use, but the mathematics and music departments used the
least amount of these aids.
Recommended Practice
Materials and equipment . —» In order to increase the
amount of projection equipment and materials it is suggested
that more use be made of cooperation. Although applicable
within city systems this method would be of particular advan-
tage in the less densely populated areas. By this means it
would be possible to have central libraries of equipment and
materials not possible by any other means.
The classrooms equipped for projection are decidedly
inadequate. Authorities agree that the visual education
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program must be centered in the classrooms, and it is evident
from this study that the auditorium is being used extensively
compared to the classrooms.
School preparation of visual materials .-- It is in this
field, in the writer»3 opinion, that great expansion will be
seen in the next few years. The production of slides, films,
and photographs, by the pupils, makes possible close integ-
ration with the various courses of study and creates decided
interest in the results. By this method the departments
having very little available visual material could make their
own.
Microphotographing of bound and unbound material .-- It
is the opinion of the writer that the microphotographing of
material and the consequent projection of it will be applied
to the secondary school field to a great extent within the
next few years. It has application in the libraries and in
the classrooms as well as serving as a method of preserving
the permanent school records.
Personnel and publicity.-- One of the conditions this
study revealed was an unbalanced visual program in a great
many schools. This is largely attributable to not having a
person, properly trained in the use of visual aids, to
direct the work. Such a person would see that the aids were
systematically used rather than the present quite common
practice of ignoring the courses of study. This person
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should also be responsible for publicity so that the public,
the school, and the school board, may be kept informed of the
advantages of a good visual education program. By such means
a step will have been taken in the right direction, namely,
the recognizing of visual aids as necessary teaching tools
and entitled to public support through proper budget allow-
ance.
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Name of person answering, giving data requested in
sections i to Vii:
Position held :
Name of school •
Name of city or town :
^ades included [please circle] : 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total enrollment :
Number of teachers:
Number of secondary schools in your town or city:
If you would like a summary of the findings please check :
I. Available Projection Equipment. Because there are
several types of machines for projecting still pictures, and
many attachments for these machines, making various
combinations possible, it has been thought best merely
to ask whether it is possible in your school to project the
following: [Please indicate that it is possible by circling
[Yes J, or impossible by circling [No
J
A. Can motion-picture film be projected?
1. Silent? Circle: Yes No
2. Sound ? Circle : Yes No
B. Can film strip be projected?
1. 35 mm.? Circle: Yes No
2. 70 mm.? Circle: Yes No
C. Can glass slides be projected?
1. 3'4 x 4 in.? Circle: Yes' No
% 2. 3*4 x 3*4 in.? Circle: Yes No
3. 2 x 2 in.? Circle: Yes No
4. 1x3 in.? [microscope] Circle: Yes No
D. Can opaque material [by reflecting lantern] be
projected? Circle: Yes No
II. Cooperative Ownership of Equipment. Does your
school own any motion-picture equipment cooperatively
with other schools. Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate briefly the nature of
such equipment and the number of schools participating,
including schools in the same town or city?
I
III. Available Projection Material.
_
Does your school
own a library of:
A. Motion-picture films? Circle: Yes No
B. 35 mm film strips? Circle: Yes No
C. 70 mm. film strips? Circle: Yes No
D. 3*4 x 4 in. glass slides? Circle: Yes No
E. 3'4 x 3% in. glass slides? Circle: Yes No
F. 2x2 in. glass slides? Circle: Yes No
G. 1x3 in. glass [microscope] slides?
^ Circle : Yes No
^T. Photographs and, prints for use in opaque projector?
Circle : Yes No
IV. Available Projection Rooms. Is the assembly hall
or auditorium equipped with opaque shades?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please give the seating capacity?
Please give the number, and the seating capacity, of
classrooms equipped with opaque shades
:
Roo^ns Seating Capacity
V. Personnel of Visual-Education Program.
A. Is there a person in your organization responsible
for coordinating the work in visual education?
Circle: Yes No
If '"Yes", will you please indicate [by checking]
the time allowed this person from other regular
duties for visual education work?
time
Full time
Other [please specify]
Yz time.
No time.
B. Please indicate [by checking | the person, or per-
sons, responsible for the kind of films obtained and
for their suitability :
1. Principal.. 2. Principal and teacher...
3. Teacher... 4. Director of visual education...
5. Others [name them]
C. Are all films, slides, and opaque materials, previewed
by the teacher who is to show them?
Circle : Yes No
VI. Visual Aids in Guidance. Are visual aids used in
connection with your guidance program?
Circle : Yes No
If '"Yes", will you please indicate briefly what aids are
used and how?
VII. School Preparation of Projection Material. Does
your school prepare some of their own
:
A. Motion-picture films? Circle: Yes No
B. Film strips? Circle: Yes No
C. Glass Slides?
1. 3% x 4 in.? Circle: Yes No
2. 2x2 in.? Circle: Yes No
3. 1 x 3 in.? Circle: Yes No
D. Photographs for opaque projection?
Circle : Yes No
VIII. English Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in English
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have your pupils visited a museum one or more
times? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
2. Have your pupils made any journeys other
than to museums? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of English
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, had exhibits sent
to your department from a museum?
Circle : Yes No
IB ztei*
•
23. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department ?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
IX. Foreign Language Department.
In connection with their classwork in foreign lan-
guages (.luring the hrst semester of the current
school year
:
1. Have your pupils visited a museum one or more
times. Circie : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
2. Have your pupils made any journeys other than
to museums? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of foreign
languages during the first semester of the current
school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, had exhibits sent
to your department trom a museum ?
Circle : Yes No
%3. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
X. Social Studies Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in the social
studies during the first semester of the current
school year
:
1. Have your pupils visited a museum one or more
times. Circle: Yes No
If "Y>s", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
2. Have your pupils made any journeys other than
to museums? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will yon please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of the
social studies during the first semester of the
current school year:
^ 1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, had exhibits sent
to your department from a museum ?
Circle : Yes No
3. Have you. or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
XI. Science Department. ° ''
A. In connection with their classwork in science dur-
ing the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have your pupils visited a museum one or more
times. Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
2. Have your pupils made any journeys other than
to museums? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of science
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, had exhibits sent
to your department from a museum?
Circle: Yes No
3. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
XII. Art Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in art during
the first semester of the current school year
:
1. Have your pupils visited a museum one or more
times. Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
2. Have your pupils made any journeys other than
to museums? Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of art dur-
ing the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you. or other teachers, had exhibits sent
to your department from a museum ?
Circle : Yes No
3. Have you. or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . .
.
XIII. Practical Arts for Boys Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in practical arts
during the first semester of the current school year
:
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
)
B. In connection with the regular teaching of practical
arts for boys during the lust semester oi the current
school year
:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
It "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number oi times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
materia] in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
XIV. Domestic Arts Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in domestic arts
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of domestic
arts during the first semester of the current school
year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
0 2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. ... d. Opaque material. . . .
XV. Commercial Arts Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in commercial
arts during the first semester of the current school
year
:
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of com-
mercial arts during the first semester of the current
school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
A If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
' b. Glass slides. .. . d. Opaque material ...
.
XVI. Physical and Health Education Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in physical and
health education during the first semester of the
current school year:
go
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle: \ es No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of physical
and health education during the first semester of the
current school year:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. .. . d. Opaque material. ..
.
XVII. Mathematics Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in mathematics
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?.
B. In connection with the regular teaching of math-
ematics during the first semester of the current
school year
:
1. Have you, or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound
2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. .. . d. Opaque material ... .
XVIII. Music Department.
A. In connection with their classwork in music during
the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have your pupils made any journeys?
Circle : Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times?
B. In connection with the regular teaching of music
during the first semester of the current school year:
1. Have you. or other teachers, used motion
pictures in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of times? Silent.... Sound....
2. Have you, or other teachers, used still pictorial
material in your department?
Circle: Yes No
If "Yes", will you please check which of the
following were used?
a. Stereographs.... c. Film strips....
b. Glass slides. .. . d. Opaque material. ..
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